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LNG: How LoNG caN oiL iNdexatioN survive?

The historic relationship between liquefied natural gas 
(LNG) and crude oil is rooted into the regional nature of 
gas markets, which has long stood as an impediment to the 
development of a global natural gas index.

When the LNG industry took off in the late 1960s–early 1970s, 
utilities were still relying on imported crude oil and coal for 
power generation. Among the early adopters, Japanese 
utilities were keen to substitute liquid and solid fuel for LNG, 
but only if they were guaranteed a discount over crude prices.

Oil was hence a natural pricing point for LNG because 
marginal buyers of natural gas, namely the power plants, 
could substitute gas for oil to arbitrage price spreads over 
the short term. Oil indexation was merely the reflection, in 
contractual terms, of an underlying economic relationship.

LNG became attractive in Japan, South Korea and Taiwan 
where no significant alternative gas supply was available.

At the time, Japan was already a risk-averse buyer 
unwilling to source its energy from potentially unstable and 
risky countries such as Indonesia and Malaysia. Taking 
stock of the first oil shock in 1973, they also demanded a 
mechanism to attenuate or at least delay the effect of future 
oil shocks on gas prices.

In return, buyers would guarantee a minimum price through 
long-term contracts (LTCs) and hence critically enable 
the sellers to commit the expected cash flows to the 
development of export capacity.

tHe s curve desiGN
The main function of LTCs was to reduce the hold-up 
problem, a traditional moral hazard problem that appeared 
because the market lacked liquidity. Because the number 

of market participants was limited, there was a risk of 
underinvestment in gas liquefaction capacity.

The market came with the clever slope-intercept pricing 
formula, also known as S curve: P

LNG
=a+b×P

OIL

In the typical formula above, b is the slope that links the 
price of LNG to the price of crude oil, while a is a constant 
added to reflect fixed costs such as the shipping costs from 
liquefaction plants to the delivery port. 

The price of oil may be based on a widely recognised 
benchmark such as Brent or on the weighted average of 
a basket of different grades, such as the Japan Crude 
Cocktail (JCC). It would also generally be an average price 
over a defined period of at least one month.

The formula would also include kink points, which in effect 
address the buyers’ demand for a price shock absorber. 
The slope flattens at the front and tail ends of the curve, 
which reduces the impact of oil price changes on LNG 

executive suMMarY:

The onslaught of new LNG supply, especially from the US, Qatar and Russia, is challenging the legacy of oil 
indexation as the main pricing mechanism for LNG contracts. By diversifying their supply strategy, a small 
clique of gas sellers has brought more flexibility to contractual arrangements and put new business practices 
into relief, notably from large portfolio players. With more LNG volumes sold on a spot basis, the price 
spread between regional markets is becoming a key value driver. Long-term, oil-indexed contracts, however, 
continue to tie LNG prices to capacity development. LNG project developers need certainty about future cash 
flows, while buyers want competitive prices in their respective markets. Oil indexation may be fading, but it is 
yet unclear how new LNG capacity will come on stream without at least some degree of indexation.
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prices for both the seller (front end) and the buyer (tail end).

The seller is guaranteed a minimum price irrespective of oil 
prices if they drop below the lower kink point. The ceiling 
price, inversely, guarantees a maximum price for the LNG, 
even if oil prices rise over the upper kink point. Hence the S 
shape and same-named curve.

The slope of the curve determines the relationship between 
the price of oil and that of LNG. By convention, at 16.7%, 
LNG prices are equal to crude oil on an energy-equivalent 
basis. A slope below 16.7% implies that LNG is sold at a 
discount to oil and vice-versa, with most LNG contracts 
having a slope between 11% and 15%.

tYiNG LNG prices to capacitY deveLopMeNt
The majority of LNG LTCs to Japan, Korea and Taiwan 
have followed an S curve design, allowing the funding of 
significant investments in the LNG value chain. However, 
the onslaught of new LNG supply – notably from the US, 
along with the expansion of portfolio trading may stand as a 
potential threat.

From the 1970s to 2000, the slope was in the 14% 
range, implying a large LNG price discount. When supply 
tightened between 2006 and 2008, the slope edged up 
to 16%, at times exceeding the 16.7% threshold, before 
pulling back to the 15% range.

Indexation has dropped from 14-15% to 10-11% for some 
recent contracts. For example, the contract between Qatargas 
and Pakistan State Oil, signed in February 2016 when the oil 
price was as low as $30/bbl has an indexation of 13.37%.

In the meantime, the duration of all contracts signed in 
the last year has risen substantially compared to previous 
years as final investment decisions (FIDs) on new export 
projects drew closer. While sellers have been more flexible 
on quantity tolerance, seasonality or lower slopes, the term 

contract has survived. 

International oil companies (IOCs) usually carry out 
upstream petroleum exploration and production in 
partnership with local national oil companies (NOCs). They 
receive a share of the cash flows under the terms of a 
concession or a production sharing agreement.

The contractual relationships for LNG differ somewhat in 
that IOCs do not see LNG liquefaction project funding as 
immediately attractive, less because it is capital-intensive 
than because it does not directly contribute to oil and gas 
reserves replacement.

Therefore, the market’s main innovation in the last decade 
has been less in new forms of partnerships than in sales 
agreements downstream of the liquefaction plant. For 
producers committing significant capital to upstream and 
midstream LNG projects, a take-or-pay minimum annual 
offtake is critical for de-risking and ensuring a stable return 
on investment over an extended period of time.

Those agreements are meant to secure a steady stream of 
cash flows and reduce LNG project financing costs.

However, such contracts are less beneficial when the 
average difference between the seller netback and the spot 
prices that buyers face – that is, the rent that both parties 
are supposed to share through an LTC – decreases.

iNcreasiNG spot LiquiditY
Oil indexation had and to some extent still has sound economic 
rationale in an otherwise thin market where small quantity 
shocks can have a disproportionately large effect. Tying LNG 
prices to a very liquid market is a way to reduce the volatility 
risk. LTCs are still representing over 70% of the market.

However, two major developments have started to dent 
their hegemony. First, LNG production has grown from 
249bn cubic metres (bcm) in 2008 to more than 450bcm 
today, giving buyers more leeway to negotiate better 
contractual terms. As a result, some Asian buyers have 
requested a broader benchmark than crude oil only.

And there is sound economic rationale to non-crude 
indexing too, if only because it diversifies price risk and 
allows buyers to arbitrage regional price differentials. It is, 
in fact, merely the reflection of changing gas economics, 
namely the development of hub trading and the rise of gas-
on-gas pricing across those hubs.

As spot markets gain traction, they provide an incentive for 
companies to increase contract flexibility and the share of 
spot purchases. In turn, it gradually offsets the historical 
lack of liquidity in LNG spot markets that has long ensured 
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the dominance of LTCs.

Wider expectations point to deeper liquidity and hence a 
more competitive market that may cause long-term gas 
contracts to be increasingly pegged to spot LNG prices. But 
incremental volumes of spot LNG traded on the market will 
be largely a function of the rise in overall production. 

It has been said that US-based companies had benefited 
from a high crude oil-to-natural gas price ratio, mostly 
because the US gas supply is pegged to the relatively low 
Henry Hub price rather than to crude oil.

However, there is no guarantee that Henry Hub prices 
will stay low forever and as a feedgas source, Henry 
Hub remains expensive compared with Qatar or Russia’s 
juggernauts like Yamal.

suppLY diversificatioN
The expanding base of LNG supply stems from two 
significant developments: the diversification of Qatari 
volumes and the emergence at scale of US projects.

Qatar had to revise its LNG business model because the 
oil-indexed LTCs, originally designed for Asian buyers, 
created unmanageable exposure to hub prices – first for 
prospective US buyers, and then for European buyers after 
the unbundling of European gas markets.

In response to this problem, the Qataris incorporated JV 
shareholders that effectively underwrote the upstream and 
midstream investments for the new-built liquefaction trains 
and committed to sell the associated LNG volumes at 
market price, based on a flexible diversification strategy.

In the US, the prolific Permian basin in western Texas and 
southeastern New Mexico has become one of the fastest 
growing sources of oil and gas production in the world. 
According to the US Energy Information Administration 
(EIA), US oil production averaged 12m bbl/day in 2018 and 
will increase to 12.4m in 2019, most of which will come 
from the Permian.

For profitability reasons, US shale producers essentially 
drill for oil, which means that gas is a by-product despite 
the lack of a local market for it. Incremental volumes tend to 
depress US prices at the main Henry Hub pricing point. The 
EIA expects Henry Hub natural gas spot prices to average 
$2.83/million Btu in 2019, down 32 cents/million Btu from 
the 2018 average.

The US has responded by expanding its role as the world’s 
largest ethane exporter, with US exports of ethane up from 
nearly nothing in 2013 to an average 260,000 bbl/day 
during the first 10 months of 2018. This represents about 
one-sixth of US hydrocarbon gas liquids exports.

More important, maybe, the steep US LNG exports growth 
came with a fundamentally different business model, 
offering significant volumes on a destination-flexible basis. 
In other words, US LNG volumes do not come with any 
re-export restriction clause, allowing buyers to freely trade 
their purchased volumes and increase the churn ratio.

By bringing more flexibility into the system, US sellers 
have managed to spike up buying interest, including from 
the same Asian buyers which have been long tied up by 
restrictive LTC non-resale clauses.

According to the International Gas Union (IGU), the volume 
of LNG sold on the spot market increased from around 20% 
in 2008 to 30% in 2018.

As a result, offtake capacity in the first five projects 
currently operational or under construction in the US 
(Sabine Pass, Cove Point, Freeport, Elba Island, Cameron) 
was rapidly taken up, mainly by companies that hold a 
multi-region portfolio of LNG supply along with various 
shipping, storage and regasification assets.
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Those LNG portfolio players have significantly stepped up 
the game by introducing sophisticated trading strategies that 
take advantage of regional gas price spreads, market access 
optionality and advanced risk management techniques.

GrowtH of portfoLio tradiNG
The growth in volumes taken by portfolio buyers is linked 
to the incremental LNG volumes coming on stream from 
the massive US and Australian projects. Portfolio players 
essentially fill a hitherto unbridgeable requirement: sellers 
need a guaranteed stream of future cash flows to de-risk 
their projects and keep building liquefaction capacity; 
buyers need competitive prices in their respective markets.

Liquefaction project developers need long-term contracts to 
secure their capital-intensive investment and increase their 
debt capacity by reducing cash flow variability. The main 
reason is that such projects are based on non-recourse 
finance, whereby a lender is entitled to repay a loan only 
from the profits of the very project it is funding, and not from 
other assets this lender may own.

Portfolio players are in majority large IOCs, which own 
stakes in both upstream gas production fields and 
midstream liquefaction facilities. They are hence in 
complete control of their supply chain. In addition, they 
also have long-term offtake agreements with a variety of 
other gas suppliers, as well as a mixed portfolio of long-, 
medium- and short-term and spot contracts on oil and hub-
related prices.

Sellers adopting portfolio management techniques are 
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essentially looking for alternative ways of selling their 
contracted volumes, some of which they acquired at 
favoured rates. The existence of tolling agreements 
between upstream gas producers and a given liquefaction 
plant have allowed buyers to purchase LNG under LTC on 
a “cost-plus” basis, which from a midstream perspective 
is considered as “cost-advantaged” supply. This includes 
the US and Equatorial Guinea, where LNG volumes are 

https://www.icis.com/explore/services/analytics/lng-market-intelligence-solution/?cmpid=ILC|ENER|CHCOM-2019-2604-LNG-indexation-whitepaper_lngad&sfid=7012X000001aepO
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indexed on the cheap Henry Hub marker, but also Trinidad 
and Tobago, and Qatar.

Unsurprisingly, a key driver of capacity development has 
been the spread between US domestic gas prices, which 
determines the feed gas prices for US LNG export projects, 
and the global price of oil, which drives non-US LNG prices 
into north Asia.

Oil indexation remains an adequate if imperfect way of 
tying both sellers’ and buyers’ requirements through a 
single formula. To emulate its benefits, portfolio players will 
have to offer floor prices that protect sellers and demand 
maximum flexibility and safe price caps in return. They will 
also have to game their portfolio for what it is worth on the 
world market in order to cover their risks.

However, the wider range of S curves indexation slopes in 
recent years has highlighted the effect of oil price volatility 
and the resulting increase in uncertainty. Norwegian oil 
consultancy Rystad recently estimated that based on an 
average Brent price of $65/bbl, an oil indexation slope of 
13% is necessary for US LNG projects to be economically 
viable.

Not for everY buYer
Portfolio trading remains an exclusive club, especially for 

utility companies. Large suppliers like EON, Eni, or GDF 
Suez – to name a few – can manage their huge portfolios 
within an annual contract quantity (ACQ) band of +/-15%, 
while also juggling the spot markets to take advantage of 
prices.

However, such contracts may be burdensome for smaller 
downstream industrial users and power generators 
that are more directly exposed to the ebbs and flows 
of electricity demand. Power generators in particular 
operate in gas and electricity markets that are increasingly 
dislocated. Generators that commit to predetermined 
volumes at non-market gas prices are unable to adjust to 
the fluctuating demand patterns of the more liberalised 
electricity markets.

As market liquidity increases, the evolution of contractual 
terms that set the sales agreements between buyers and 
sellers have gradually given buyers greater bargaining 
power, but some of them remain notoriously risk-averse, 
especially Japanese buyers.

The Japanese market is concentrated and plays into the 
hands of a small number of LNG buyers, each of which 
operate a local pipeline grid connected to their own LNG 
regasification terminals. Japan has no such thing as a 
genuine national pipeline grid and it is thus relatively 

https://www.icis.com/explore/commodities/energy/crude-oil/?cmpid=ILC|ENER|CHCOM-2019-2604-LNG-indexation-whitepaper_crudead&sfid=7012X000001aepJ
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impractical to trade gas from one company’s system 
to another. Lacking a national gas market, the system 
is highly inefficient and the gas trading companies are 
relegated to trade LNG cargoes, rather than actual pipeline 
gas deliveries.

Concentration in Korea and Taiwan is even higher, with 
only one company effectively controlling the entire pipeline 
grid in each country and hence buying the bulk of the LNG 
volumes imported by the country. 

In emerging economies such as China and India, buyers 
are resisting the explicit link to oil prices because they 
fear a future period of high oil price and relatively low gas 
prices – thus they see no benefit in linking the cheaper 
gas to more expensive crude oil. LNG is used by power 
generators that do not have the ability to burn oil as a 
substitute for gas, making oil indexation harder to justify.

aNY Good iNdex aLterNatives?
In theory, LTCs still amount to a “license to renegotiate” 
at some point in the future and feign the ability to reflect 
market fundamentals. However, proceedings can take 
years and outcomes are uncertain, particularly for a small 
country with little leverage.

More flexibility and contract optionality, together with short-
term deals and spot purchases, may seem more amenable 
to end-buyers that do not have the clout of portfolio players 
with the resources to follow through with arbitration and 
potential litigations.

There is still reason to think that oil indexation will continue 
to dominate the markets, owing to users’ familiarity and 
ability to hedge. However, there is more uncertainty about 
what level of indexation will be required in new contracts to 
sustain capacity development.

In northwest Europe, pressure from buyers to move away 
from oil indexation increased as hubs developed more, as 

the result of the gradual liberalisation of the EU gas market 
from August 1998.

In Asia, however, selling gas through gas-hub indexation is still 
challenging because of the lack of a liquid regional gas hub.

It looks increasingly likely that strong LNG demand growth 
– particularly in Asia – will create a major LNG shortage by 
2025. LNG buyers have responded to this risk by showing 
an increased willingness to commit to new long-term sales 
and purchase agreements, somehow acknowledging 
expectations of a tighter market going forward.

Although crude oil no longer is the substitute it was in the 
past, the value of oil indexation remains in the form of 
reduced volatility and higher predictability. The linkage to 
crude oil prices provides a baseline for price expectations, 
which the inclusion of spot volatility in the pricing formula 
would compromise. 

Switching from long-term gas export contracts to a more 
volatile spot market would also pose a significant threat to 
the security of supply in Europe, as it would fail to provide 
clear signals to investors for new upstream projects.

One alternative could be to use a cost-plus model similar to 
that used by US suppliers, especially for suppliers sourcing 
gas from non-associated fields that want to mothball oil 
volatility. Another option could be to use consumer index 
prices instead of a crude oil benchmark.

In the end, it does not matter much. Northwest Europe will 
retain the safety valve of oil-indexation. And Asian markets 
will still show some degree of risk aversion to spot price 
exposure. 

The dominance of S-curve LNG pricing may be fading, 
but the future of LNG pricing will likely involve a (more) 
balanced mix of different indices and links, rather than an 
outright transition to spot pricing.


